SAP BI MEETS FIORI
What challenge may we solve for you
with SAP Fiori?
For you as our client, SAP Fiori is the modern, high-performant and
user-friendly interface to a complex BI – BI meets Fiori.

Why SAP Fiori?


 tarting with S4 / HANA, SAP recommends SAPUI5/Fiori
S
as UI standard technology for future app development.



U
 ser acceptance is increased with an appealing
UX design.



The Fiori launchpad offers improved user productivity by

simplifying and automating daily tasks across any mobile
device.



 AP Fiori provides lower training and support costs with
S
simple, roll-based screens.



Please read our blog on SAP Fiori, SAP Fiori Apps and UI5 for more information!


We connect SAP BI applications with SAP Fiori: The Inspiricon Toolbox
The Inspiricon Toolbox is a way to demonstrate how SAP Fiori works on some real business cases and which is the latest
state-of-art of this tool. It is a suite of applications created based on the new architecture recommended by SAP. SAP Fiori
and SAP Fiori apps can be individually customized to your request thanks to its multiple possibilities:

Manage Users:

Time Tracker:

BW Query Runner:

Easy master data management

Time registration

Generating reports with one click

You are able to do all CRUDs on a
DSO in this application:

In this scenario we assume that
the time registration/planning
tools is based on SAP BW. User
entries are done by using Excel
(input-ready queries). We build a
Fiori application as option which
facilitates data entries as well as
working on mobile devices:



 he app is using existing queries
T
out of the BW system.



It scores with a clear UI, enhanced graphical visualizations,
sorting and filter possibilities
and many more.



 verview on all users
O
(table view)



Edit users: delete, update, create




Filter



Search

Click here for more
information on SAP Fiori!



 he planning cube that is curT
rently saving the data remains
unchanged



 web service was built for all
A
existing input-ready queries



 everal Fiori applications were
S
developed in order to cover all
required business processes:
planning, time registration,
approval

This approach is especially interesting if the data is being processed
directly on site, on premise
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Contact us today to arrange a
personal SAP Fiori Demo and to
discuss your requests.
Your contact:
Michael Schmer, Sales Director
Email: michael.schmer@inspiricon.de
Phone: +49 151 61129640

